Title: Senior Business Intelligence Analyst
Location: Denver

About our Company:
Cologix provides network and cloud neutral interconnection and colocation services in
highly strategic and densely connected data centers. We enable customers to scale their
businesses rapidly and cost-effectively by delivering flexible space, reliable power, and
dense cloud and network connectivity to customers in the carrier, cloud, content delivery,
media, financial services and enterprise communities. Our customers have direct access to
our local operations teams which result in strong partnerships backed by exceptional
operational support and unparalleled customer service. With 29 Data centers in the United
States and Canada, Cologix offers space, power, cooling, cross-connects and physical
security for its customers. We are headquartered in Denver, Colorado and have data
centers in Columbus (3), Dallas (2), Jacksonville (2), Lakeland (1), Minneapolis (3), Montreal
(10), New Jersey (3), Toronto (2), and Vancouver (3) where we provide local dedicated
support teams for our colocation and interconnection customers. Our company is backed
by one of the largest North American Infrastructure funds and we have huge growth
ambitions.
About the Position:
The Cologix Senior Business Intelligence Analyst will be responsible for a variety of business
and financial analyses and reporting processes, primarily related to the Company’s quote to
cash process, to ensure timely, accurate and meaningful financial reporting and analysis.
Additionally, this position will own the Company’s data management, data mining and
automation as well as reporting of the Company’s sales, revenue, funnel, customers, etc.
The position is also responsible for financial forecasting and budgeting of sales and revenue.
This position will interact closely with the finance and accounting departments as well as
the sales and revenue organization.
What you do daily:



Prepares timely and accurate analyses and reports for presentation to decision
makers throughout all departments and levels within the company.
Reports and analyzes monthly, quarterly and annual quote to cash results, including
funnel, sales, revenue, customers, and variances against historic and expected
results to key stakeholders across the business.












Partners with and supports various organizations including Revenue and Finance to
help ensure timely, accurate and complete financial close providing valuable
business analysis behind reported results.
Leads the maintenance and enhancement of the Company’s planning and reporting
models using a variety of tools including Tableau, Adaptive Insights, NetSuite and
Excel.
Provides thought leadership and implements best practices in financial reporting,
forecasting, financial data management, internal controls to ensure timeliness,
accuracy and efficiency, software tools, etc. Supports, maintains, designs, develops,

and trouble-shoots process to improve, advance or simplify data gathering and or
reporting, analytics and forecasting.
Provides root cause analysis and drives other analytical projects that will set in
motion new revenue growth and cost initiatives across the company.
Assists in the development of financial dashboard and reports to monitor key
metrics (KPIs), projections and highlight areas of concern and/or opportunity.
Assists in the development of reporting packages for distribution to our Executive
Team, Board of Directors and Investors.
Performs other duties as assigned.

What makes you a good fit: (Qualifications)













Bachelor’s degree in areas most relevant to position, such as finance and/or
accounting
Drives for results, is an expert in ensuring timely and accurate financial reporting and
analysis, forecasting, dashboarding
Expert / Strong systems technical skills in tools such as Tableau or other like BI
tool(s) and Excel
Intermediate level of experience and skills with SQL, PL/SQL
Experience in Netsuite and Adaptive Insights preferred
5+ years of job related experience
Excellent analytic, communication (written and verbal) skills
Demonstrated inquisitiveness and aptitude to learn systems and implement process
improvements through the use of systems
Builds strong relationships across organization, creates an environment in which
people communicate honestly and openly, and information is readily shared
Ability to solve practical problems and deal with a variety of situations and
challenges
Detail oriented with proven accuracy
Global knowledge of business

NOTE: This job description is not intended to be all-inclusive. Employee may perform other related duties as
negotiated to meet the ongoing needs of the organization.
Cologix is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Qualified applicants are considered for employment without regard to
age, race, color, religion, sex, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, or veteran status.

